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ON THE EXTSTENCE GF NORMÅL ANÅLYTIC
FUNCTICINS

PENTTI rÄnvr

I. It has been asked (Pommerenke [1.p. 169], Minda [4,p.119]) whether there
are Riemann surfaces which do not carry nonconstant normal meromorphicfunctions.
The purpose of the present note is to exhibit an open Riemann surface which does
not tolerate nonconstant normal analytic functions. Our construction is a modifica-
tion of an example by Royden [5, p. 6]. By the way, we shall find how to produce
Myrberg-type surfaces with the property that each normal analytic function possesses

a limit at the (single) parabolic ideal boundary element. An example of this sort has

recently been given by Harju [2]; the construction there makes explicit use of uni-
formization.

2. Let S stand for the complex plane C tess {0} and the slits n/22', ll2"-t7,
f2'o-',22of, nEN. then W', a two-sheeted branched covering surface of C\{0},
is obtained by joining two copies 

^9, 
and S, of S, the "upper" and the "lower" sheet of

lY',identifying in the usual manner the upper edges of the slits of S, with the corre-
sponding lower edges of the slits of S, and vice versa. Let l, denote the natural projec-
tion W'*C. Note that fo-'({lrl=1}) consists of two Jordan curves CicS, and
CicSr.

Now let a be an irrational multiple of 2n. CttW' alongC'rand denote by B, and
82the boundary curves ofthe bordered surface obtained corresponding to the parts

f1({lzf =l}) and fo-t({lzl=l}), respectively. Next identify p(,B1 with q€Br,
provided .fo(p):e"fo(Q. the result is a Riemann surface, say W, and we claim that
W has the property rnentioned before.

3. Denote by CcW the image of B, (or Br) under the identification, and let
0*a(0) be the parametrization of C induced by the mapping ei0-7r-L1ei0)€Br.
Note thatfr can be taken as defined (and analytic) on IAC by the identification of
,f'\Ci with AC. Set l4/r:Wn.f;t({lzl-.1}) and W,z:Wnfi'({lrl=1}). De-
note by g the homothetic transformation z*214, z(.D*:{zcClo=lzl=l}. It is

clearthat E induces an analyticmapping rlt: W1*Wl suchthat .foot:qofo onl[/,
6ust send the points of § into §, i: 1, 2, and note that g preserves the slits).

Suppose/is a normal analytic function on W. Then, by the principle of hyper-
bolic metric, g:fl\ is normal oL W. This means that there is a positive constant
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m such that

(t)
d:rlo) 

= vl.s for p€w,
do(p) - '

where do(p) denotes the hyperbolic metric at p inherited from the universal covering

surface, i.e., the unit disc, and dsn(p):lg'(z)lldzll0+lce)Y) in terms of any local

coordinate z at p [3l.1he least upper bound in (l) is called the order of normality of
g. For the sake of reference, we state a simple lemma.

Lemma. Let W be a Riemann surface whose uniuersal couering surface is hyper-

bolic. Suppose I is afamily of normal meromorphicfunctions onW such that the orders

of normality of functions in I are unifurntly bounded' Then fr is a normal family .

Proof.Supposeds/p)ldo(t)=mfor allp€W andfor all f(3. It follows that9
is equicontinuous on compact subsets of W.-Ihe assertion is now a direct consequence

of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. n

We will apply the above Lemma in the situation W:lYr and 9:
{go{r'ln(N} (here ry'' denotes the n-th iterate of r!).That fr is normal follows from

the normality ofg and from the principle of hyperbolic metric. Note that the orders of
normality of gorlro are bounded by that ofg.

4. We are going to show that g admits a representation

(2) s - ho(folw),

where ft is meromorphic in the disc D: {z€ Cllzl-.l }. This of course implies that g
possesses a limit at the ideal boundary point Bo lying "over" the point 0: limr-pog(p):
å(0). First suppose that g has only a finite number of zeros in W1.]hen there is

ns€N such that g does not vanish in /f1({0= lzl=Ql$n}). Set fi^: {gorlt'ln>no}.
then frnois a normal famity of analytic functions on lI/1. f herefore we may pick out

a conveigent subsequence (Enn:gorltn,). The limit function go is either analytic on

Wror identically equal to -.
Assume that go is analytic. Then {g,*lk€N} is uniformly bounded on the Jordan

curve {0:j6-'({lrl: /rl4}) (note that F,:fo-r({Vl:y'T12zto+r>}) is a Jordan curve

which separates B, from f;'(UT lZ'<'+r)<]zl< t)) for each n). Hence there is M=0
such that lS@)l=M for each p<U|=rFnu. By the maximum modulus principie,

g is boundedby M in f;'({/Tl22nk+r=121=1/T122'.}) for each /c€N. Hence g is
bounded in W1.It is now readily seen by the well-known argument due to P. J. Myr-
berg (see e.g. [5, p. 6]) that g:ho(folWr) for some functiol h analytic on D.

Then assume that BoE-. Since g has no zeros in "f'({0=lzl=(ll4)'"}),
lf g,*is analytic on W, for each ft€N. Clearly,lf gnu*O uniformly in compact parts

of W, as k - *. By the argument cited above, I I g : h o(folW r) with h analytic on D,

whence g: (1 I h)o( fslW ).
There remains the case that the number of the zeros ofg is infinite. Let (p) be an
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enumeration of the zeros of g in f1({0<lzl<Ul6}). For each ft€N there is a
unique Ax€Jft({llt6=lzl<la}) and a unique rz1€N such that {r".(q):pk. Pass-
ing to a subsequence of (p.), we may assume that nt<nz<..... Again,

{gnu:Borlrnul&(N}isanormalfamilyoffunctionsanalytic onWl,andwemaychoose
a convergent subsequence (gr1,r). Clearly, each g,o, has a zero in the compact set

f;t(Wrc=Vl=U4]})crq. Hdnce the limit Bo:1fu;-*821. must be analytic on
lllr. Reasoning as before, we see that g : 7o 1 frlW r) with å böunded in D.

5. Of course, tle state of affairs is similar in Wr: f lWr:7x61J;lwr) with h
meromorphic ot {z€C:Cu{-}llzl>l}. Now let (pi) be a sequence of points in
SyaW, and (pl) a sequen@ of points in SraW, such that Lim"-* pi:limn-- pi:
:p(<W') with 61p;:em. Further, let (qi) and (qi) be sequences of points in SrnWl
and SrnWr, respectively, such that fu@',):Ji@',) and fr(pi):.fu@li,) for each n.
Clearly, lim,*- q',:lim,-*qi:q with 7u1q1:de. By the construction of W,
lim,-*fb)=7@(0)) and lim,--f(p",):f(a(0+aD. On the other hand,
lim"-*f (q|):lim,-*f(q'l):f(q). The above factorization in turn implies f (p'"):
f(q'") and f(p!):f@'l) for each n. Hence "f(r(0)):f(a(0+u)). It follows, by
the choice of a, thal f assumes the value .f (a(g)) in a set dense in C. Thus / must be
constant. We have thereby established the following

Propositio n. There exist open Nemann surfaces which clo not carry nonconstsnt
normal analytic functions.

Remarks. (l) The reader will have noticed that the reasoning in Section 4 is an
adaptation of one of the classical proofs of the "big" Picard theorem.

(2) It is clear from the above discussion that the original question of Pommerenke
can be answered in the same direction, provided one cirn exhibit a Myrberg-type, say
two-sheeted, surface W lying over D* such that each normal meromorphic function
on lll admits a factorization of type (2).

(3) As noted before, surfaces likeW, have been constructed by means of Fuch-
sian groups 12, pp. 16-351. An essential feature of W1, as given above, is that it
possesses enough symmetry to admit useful analytic self-mappings. Obviously, the
number of the sheets plays an inessential role in the construction.
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